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Abstract. Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering (CEνNS) is a Standard Model pro-
cess that, although predicted for decades, has only been detected recently by the COHERENT
collaboration. Now that CEνNS has been discovered, it provides a new probe for physics
beyond the Standard Model. We study the potential to probe New Physics with CEνNS
through the use of low temperature bolometers at a reactor source. We consider contribu-
tions to CEνNS due to a neutrino magnetic moment (NMM), Non-Standard Interactions
(NSI) that may or may not change flavor, and simplified models containing a massive scalar
or vector mediator. Targets consisting of Ge, Zn, Si, CaWO4, and Al2O3 are examined. We
show that by reaching a percentage-level precision measurement on the CEνNS energy spec-
trum down to O(10) eV, forthcoming experiments will improve by two orders of magnitude
both the CEνNS-based NMM limit and the search for new massive mediators. Additionally,
we demonstrate that such dedicated low-threshold CEνNS experiments will lead to unprece-
dented constraints on NSI parameters (particularly when multiple targets are combined)
which will have major implications for the global neutrino physics program.
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1 Introduction
Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering (CEνNS) is the scattering of neutrinos off
nuclei through the Standard Model Weak neutral current [1]. The interaction of neutrinos
and quarks through Z-boson exchange ultimately gives rise to a coherent interaction between
neutrinos and the nucleus as a whole [2], with the resulting scattering rate scaling roughly as
A2 for a nucleus containing A nucleons. For sufficiently large target nuclei and a sufficiently
large neutrino flux, this process should be observable. For a long time, however, CEνNS
escaped detection due to the difficulty of measuring the low energy (∼ sub-keV) nuclear recoils
produced by the neutrino-nucleus scattering events [3]. In spite of this challenge, CEνNS was
successfully observed for the first time in 2017 by the COHERENT collaboration [4], using
a 14.6-kg CsI[Na] scintillating detector with a 4.2 keV energy threshold at the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS).
This first detection of CEνNS was achieved with a statistical significance of 6.7σ1, and
the measured rate matched the Standard Model prediction within 1σ uncertainty. Future
results will allow the Standard Model to be tested with increasing precision, including low
energy measurements of the Weak angle sin2 θW [5]. Other applications include measurements
of nuclear structure [6] as well as nuclear reactor monitoring [7]. The study of CEνNS is of
particular interest for direct Dark Matter search experiments, for which CEνNS scattering
1Strictly speaking, the absence of any CEνNS events in the COHERENT data was ruled out at 6.7σ.
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from solar neutrinos represents an almost irreducible background [8–10]. Confirmation of
CEνNS improves our understanding of this background [11], while precision neutrino flux
measurements in future multi-ton-scale liquid Xenon detectors (using the CEνNS signal itself)
may help to mitigate it [12, 13].
The successful observation of CEνNS also opens up a novel probe of New Physics in the
neutrino sector, which is the focus of this work. We explore the sensitivity of future reactor
neutrino scattering experiments to new interactions and deviations from the predictions of
the Standard Model. Such new interactions include:
• Anomalously large neutrino magnetic moments - Massive Dirac neutrinos should
have a negligibly small magnetic moment, but loop-contributions from New Physics
could raise this to a detectable level, adding a new feature to the nuclear recoil spectrum
at low energy (see e.g. Ref. [14] for a review).
• Non-Standard Interactions (NSI) of neutrinos - Couplings between neutrinos and
quarks may differ from those predicted by the Standard Model, affecting the overall
normalisation of the CEνNS rate. The NSI framework [15, 16] allows us to constrain
neutrino interactions without resorting to a particular mediator or coupling structure.
Limits on NSI can also be recast as constraints on heavy leptoquarks [17].
• Couplings to new massive scalar and vector mediators - We can consider adding
new mediators to the Standard Model, within the framework of Simplified Models,
which are widely used in interpreting direct dark matter searches [18]. This approach
requires us to focus on a specific mediator (either a new vector or scalar boson) but
allows us to explore constraints coming from modifications to the shape of the CEνNS
recoil spectrum.
• Active-to-sterile neutrino oscillations - In principle, measurements of CEνNS
could be used to constrain oscillations to sterile neutrinos [19]. For the typical sterile
neutrino masses required to explain the LSND anomaly [20] (∆m241 ∼ 1 eV2) and for
typical neutrino energies from the CHOOZ reactor (Eν ∼ 5 MeV), the wavelength of
active-sterile oscillations is λ ∼ 5 m. With detectors positioned at different baselines,
it may be possible to detect these oscillations. Here, we assume a single fixed location
for the detectors, in which case such active-to-sterile oscillations could appear only as a
%-level change in the total CEνNS event rate [21]. This would be hard to disentangle
from signal systematics (such as uncertainties on the reactor neutrino flux) and we
therefore do not consider this possibility here.
The COHERENT collaboration have reported the first limits on non-standard neutrino-
nucleus interactions (NSI) from CEνNS [4] and further constraints are expected from the on-
going COHERENT program [22]. The COHERENT-2017 observation has also been analysed
by a number of groups [23–29] in the context of other New Physics scenarios, including those
outlined above. Beyond COHERENT, a number of studies have looked at the New Physics
sensitivity of CEνNS searches. For example, Ref. [5] explored limits on NSI couplings and
new massive vector mediators for a simplified Germanium detector with a threshold down
to 100 eV. Reference [30] looked at the sensitivity of low-threshold Germanium and Silicon
detectors to new light mediators.
Here, we perform a broad survey of the New Physics prospects of future CEνNS exper-
iments, considering a wide range of experimental scenarios and taking into account realistic
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backgrounds and systematic uncertainties. We aim to further develop the ideas of Ref. [30],
demonstrating the importance of very low detector thresholds (< 100 eV) for probing the
parameter space of New Physics, especially in the case of new light mediators. We also
show the impact of using multiple detector targets to break degeneracies between the var-
ious neutrino-quark couplings. We derive and compare the New Physics constraints from
the COHERENT experiment (see Appendix A)2 as well as comparing with complementary
constraints from other probes such as fixed-target experiments and the LHC. This allows
us to make recommendations for the optimal experimental setups and target ensembles for
probing a variety of New Physics signatures.
We begin by describing our assumed detector properties and statistical approach in
Sec. 2, followed by the projected discovery reach of these detectors for a vanilla CEνNS signal
in Sec. 3. We explore the prospects for constraining neutrino magnetic moments in Sec. 4,
non-standard neutrino-nucleus interactions in Sec. 5 and new vector and scalar mediators
coupled to neutrinos in Sec. 6. Finally, we discuss our conclusions and the implications of
this work in Sec. 7.
2 Experimental considerations
In this section, we summarise on-going and planned CEνNS measurement projects (Sec. 2.1).
We then describe our assumptions for detector targets, experimental sites and backgrounds
(Sec. 2.2). Finally, we discuss the statistical procedure we employ for obtaining projected
limits on New Physics from CEνNS measurements (Sec. 2.3).
2.1 Ongoing or planned CEνNS projects
We give hereafter a brief description of some of the planned or ongoing cryogenic experiments
that aim at probing the low-energy range (sub-100 eV) of the CEνNS signal:
• MINER is a planned cryogenic bolometer-based experiment that will be located at the 1
MW thermal power research reactor at the Mitchell Institute in Texas. The experiment
will use Si and Ge bolometers with a total target mass of 10 kg and a projected energy
threshold of 200 eV with background discrimination [31].
• NuCLEUS is a planned few-gram-scale cryogenic bolometer-based experiment that will
use a combination of CaWO4 and Al2O3 detectors with no intrinsic particle identifica-
tion. The NuCLEUS strategy is to focus primarily on lowering the energy threshold
with gram-scale detectors [32], and to get an indirect background rejection power thanks
to surrounding veto detectors [33].
• Ricochet is a planned kg-scale cryogenic bolometer-based experiment that will use a
combination of Zn-superconducting metal and Ge-semiconductor detectors, with tens
of gram-scale individual detectors. The Ricochet strategy is to focus on both lowering
the energy threshold to 10-50 eV, and maintaining significant background rejection
capabilities down to this energy threshold [34].
2During the preparation of this work, a number of other papers appeared [23–29] in which New Physics
constraints are derived from the COHERENT results, similar to those presented here. We have checked that
our constraints are broadly consistent with those presented elsewhere.
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Finally, despite its slightly higher energy threshold, it is also worth mentioning the ongoing
CONUS experiment which uses Ge-semiconductor detectors. It is located at the 3.9 GW
thermal power Brokdorf nuclear power plant in Germany. With a total target mass of ∼ 4
kg and a threshold of around 300 eV, CONUS began taking data in April 2018 [35] and
preliminary results show 2.4σ evidence for the observation of CEνNS [36].
2.2 Signal and Background modeling
Based on the various target materials envisioned by the ongoing and planned low-threshold
cryogenic experiments, in the following we consider five possible target materials : Zinc,
Germanium, Silicon, CaWO4 and Al2O3 (sapphire). In addition, we consider two possible
phases of operation (Phase 1 and Phase 2). The energy thresholds, target payloads 3 ,
and expected background rejection powers for the two phases are summarised in Tab. 1.
When calculating the discovery significance for CEνNS and limits on the neutrino magnetic
moment, we study the dependence on the exposure, varying the experimental runtime from
0 to 1000 days. In this case, we use the target payload listed under Phase 1 (only varying
the energy threshold between the two phases). For constraints on NSI and new mediator
models, we fix the total runtime at 365 days and assume the target payloads given in Tab 1
for Phases 1 and 2. Eventually, we will assume background rejection capabilities for each of
these targets as follows:
• Ge and Si: are semiconductor materials that can perform electronic/nuclear recoil
discrimination down to the energy threshold providing the ionization baseline resolution
is good enough [37].
• Zn: is a superconducting metal for which discrimination between electronic and nuclear
recoils could potentially be performed thanks to pulse shape discrimination due to the
difference in the thermalization time profiles, as discussed in [34].
• CaWO4 and Al2O3: are two scintillating crystals that are planned to be used sur-
rounded by highly-performing vetoing detectors that should allow significant neutron
and gamma mitigation [33].
Eventually, we will consider a gamma background rejection power of 1000 for each of these
targets with an additional neutron background mitigation of 10 for the CaWO4 and Al2O3.
We assume the background rejection and signal efficiencies to be flat over the entire energy
range of interest as proper measurements and simulations would be required to use more
realistic efficiency curves, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Regarding the signal and background modeling, here we explore CEνNS signals for
detectors located at the Chooz nuclear reactor complex in North-East France. The Chooz
complex hosts two 4.25 GW thermal power reactors, providing a high-luminosity reactor
neutrino source allowing us to study CEνNS even from distances of a few hundred meters
away from the nuclear reactor cores. For the neutrino spectrum, we follow the calculations
of Refs. [38, 39] and use isotopic abundances in the Chooz reactor as given in Ref. [40]. This
neutrino flux calculation matches that used in previous studies of CEνNS at Chooz [34]. In
the same spirit as what was done in Ref. [33], we will consider two potential sites:
3Here, we use the term ‘payload’ to refer to the total mass of active target material in the detector. This
sometimes allows us to avoid potential ambiguity between the total detector mass and the mass of individual
target nuclei.
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Background reduction
Target Eth [eV] Mass [g] Eth [eV] Mass [g] gamma neutron
Zn 50 500 10 5000 1000 1
Ge 50 500 10 5000 1000 1
Si 50 500 10 5000 1000 1
CaWO4 20 6.84 7 68.4 1000 10
Al2O3 20 4.41 4 44.1 1000 10
Table 1: Summary of detector parameters. We show the threshold energy Eth
and payload mass for detectors in Phase 1 and Phase 2. Note that when considering the
Discovery Significance (Sec. 3) and Magnetic Moment constraints (Sec. 4), we keep the
masses fixed to those listed under Phase 1 and iterate the runtime between 0 and 1000 days
for both Phases 1 and 2. For projections on NSI (Sec. 5) and new mediators (Sec. 6), we
consider a ten-fold increase in the payload mass between Phase 1 and Phase 2 (as shown
in this table) and keep the runtime fixed at 365 days. The last columns correspond to the
background mitigation factor for gamma and neutron backgrounds.
• The Near Site (NS): is the near hall of the Double Chooz experiment, located 400
meters away from the two cores. This site has an overburden of about 110 m.w.e
(meter water equivalent) significantly reducing cosmogenic induced neutrons and other
backgrounds [34].
• The Very Near Site (VNS): is a potential site located within the power plant perimeter,
which is currently being investigated for the placement of reactor neutrino experiments
[41]. For the sake of illustration we will consider a distance from the two cores of 80
meters with an overbudden of 10 m.w.e as suggested in [41]. Compared to the NS,
the neutrino flux is increased by a factor of 25, accompanied by an intrinsic larger
background which will have to be carefully characterized.
We also consider the following backgrounds:
• Compton Background: High energy gammas, that will produce electronic recoils
from Compton scattering, are produced by natural radioactivity of the surrounding
materials, mostly from U/Th/K contaminations. In this study, we will conservatively
assume a gamma background level of 100 event/kg/day/keV at both the NS and VNS
experimental sites, shown as the red solid line in Fig. 1, which is of the order of what is
observed in several low-background surface and shallow site experiments (see Ref. [33]
and references therein). For targets other than germanium, the Compton background
is rescaled following Z/ZGe, where Z is the atomic number.
• Neutron Background: High energy neutrons are the ultimate background to CEνNS
searches as they will also produce nuclear recoils. They can therefore only be statisti-
cally subtracted if their energy spectrum is well known. They arise from surrounding
material radioactivity and from the cosmogenic activation of the surrounding cavern,
which is ∼120 and ∼10 meter-water-equivalent deep for the NS and VNS respectively.
The neutron-induced background expected at NS (brown) shown in Fig. 1 has been
carefully estimated from Monte Carlo simulations which included a moderate water
neutron shield [34]. Note that no reactor-correlated backgrounds 400 (NS) or 80 (VNS)
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Figure 1: Expected event rate as a function of the recoil energy for a Ge target detector
installed in the Near Site situated 400 away from two high power reactors of 4.25 GW.
The standard CEνNS event rate as expected from the NS and VNS are shown as the dark
and light blue solid lines. The leading background contributions (see text) are also shown:
gammas (red), surface events from 206Pb (pink) and 210Pb-related betas (yellow), and
neutrons (brown). The black solid and long-dashed lines represent the total background
before and after electronic recoil discrimination (assumed to be a factor of 1000), for both
the VNS (upper, light gray dashed) and the NS (lower, dark gray dashed). For illustration
purposes, the background rejection capabilities expected from the various targets have
been extrapolated down to 1 eV and considered as independent of energy.
meters away from the reactors are expected. Therefore, the neutron background will
be additionally subtracted from the time variation of the nuclear reactor power [34].
The average operating profile at the Chooz nuclear power plant is that 40% of the time
one of the two reactors (but not both) is off. The neutron background is assumed to
be similar between all considered targets, but 10 times larger at the VNS than the NS
as roughly expected from the smaller overburden.
• Surface event backgrounds: these arise from 222Rn surface contamination of the
detectors and of the surrounding materials, which then decays to the long-lived 210Pb
radioactive isotope. Over the course of the experiment, the 210Pb will undergo beta-
decays to 210Bi and then to 210Po, and will eventually alpha-decay to 206Pb. During this
radioactive cascade, several types of beta-electrons, Auger-electrons, gammas, X-rays,
and an alpha particle are emitted. These particles generate surface events that may fall
into the sub-100 eV window. The surface event contributions from the 206Pb recoils
(pink) and betas (yellow) shown in Fig. 1 come from the EDELWEISS background char-
acterization [42]. As one can conclude from Fig. 1, because all the targets/experiments
we consider are assumed to have electron recoil discrimination capabilities, this third
class of background will be negligible compared to the remaining gammas and neutrons.
They will hence be neglected in the following.
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2.3 Statistical procedure
In order to calculate the projected discovery reach and exclusion limits, we use a likelihood-
based approach. For a given mock data set D (the number of observed events {N (i)obs} over a
number of bins), the likelihood is given by
L(D|θ,ψ) = L(ψ)×
Nbins∏
i
P
(
N
(i)
obs
∣∣∣ N (i)sig(θ) +N (i)bg (ψ)) . (2.1)
Here, P (k|λ) is the Poisson probability of observing k events for λ expected events. The
number of signal events in the ith bin N
(i)
sig(θ) will depend on the parameters of interest θ,
while the background normalisation is controlled by a set of nuisance parameters ψ. The
uncertainties on these parameters are encoded in the likelihood L(ψ). The uncertainty on
the normalisation of each background is assumed to be 10% [34]. It is worth noticing that for
Zn, Si and Ge targets aiming at discriminating electronic and nuclear recoils on an event-by-
event basis, a two-dimensional likelihood function could be used, as in Ref. [43]. This would
ultimately improve the statistical background subtraction over the one-dimensional method
used hereafter, but requires more detailed detector modeling which is beyond the scope of
this work.
Remaining completely agnostic about the low energy value of sin2 θW drastically weakens
constraints on New Physics. Without a prior on sin2 θW , it is difficult to know whether a
modification of the CEνNS rate comes from a modification of this SM parameter or from
some New Physics contribution. Of course, the low energy value of sin2 θW is not completely
unknown; atomic parity violation measurements [44, 45] constrain sin2 θW at the 1% level (for
momentum transfers q ∼ 2.4 MeV). There are also uncertainties associated with maintaining
a fixed threshold and uncertainties in the reactor flux. All of these uncertainties are included
in a ±5% systematic on the CEνNS signal and on all new physics signals. This uncertainty
is incorporated into the model by multiplying the signals by a gaussian envelope.
For a given value of the parameters of interest θ (which could be the neutrino magnetic
moment, or the mass and coupling of a new vector or scalar mediator), we generate a number
of mock data sets D and calculate the projected 90% confidence level upper limits for each,
using the asymptotic properties of the likelihood ratio test [46, 47]. Limits were obtained
with numerical minimisation, using the scipy package [48] with the L-BFGS algorithm. We
then report the median upper limit, as well as the 95% quantiles. 10000 mock data sets were
generated for projected discovery significance, and 1000 were generated for all other bounds.
For bounds on other Non-Standard Interactions, the likelihood function is calculated
for the “Asimov data set” [47], where the number of counts in each bin is set equal to
the expected counts without any Non-Standard Interactions. We then use the asymptotic
properties of the likelihood ratio test to extract the 95% confidence level allowed regions.
3 Projected discovery significance for CEνNS
In this section, we present the projected discovery significance for a CEνNS signal, assuming
only a Standard Model contribution to the rate. The CEνNS cross section for a nucleus N
with atomic mass A and atomic number Z is given by [9]:
dσν−N
dER
=
G2F
4pi
Q2WmN
(
1− mNER
2E2ν
)
F 2(ER) , (3.1)
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Figure 2: CEνNS discovery significance as a function of exposure. Median sig-
nificance (and 95% confidence level bands) for the discovery of CEνNS using a number of
detector targets: Ge (orange), Zn (green), Si (cyan), CaWO4 (red) and Al2O3 (blue). In
black, we show the discovery significance when all 5 targets are used simultaneously. De-
tails of detector properties, backgrounds and systematic uncertainties are given in Sec. 2.2.
The significance of the COHERENT discovery of CEνNS [4] is shown as a dotted line at
6.7σ. Left: Detectors located at the Near Site. Right: Detectors located at the Very
Near Site.
where the weak nuclear hypercharge is given by:
QW = (A− Z)− (1− 4 sin2 θW )Z . (3.2)
We assume a Helm form factor F 2(ER) [49], which encodes the nuclear structure and leads
to a loss of coherence at large recoil energies. Equation (3.1) gives the cross section for
a fixed neutrino energy Eν , which must be at least Eν,min =
√
mNER/2 from kinematic
considerations. The recoil rate per unit target mass with a given target nucleus can be
obtained by convolving with the neutrino flux Φ(Eν):
dR
dER
=
1
mN
∫
Eν>Eν,min
Φ(Eν)
dσν−N
dER
dEν . (3.3)
Figure 2 shows the projected discovery significance using a range of Phase 1 detector
setups. The left panel shows projections for the Near Site, while the right shows projections
for the Very Near Site. For a given detector mass and fixed exposure, we note that the
discovery significance is higher using a Ge target, compared with a Zn or Si target. As shown
in Eq. (3.2), the weak nuclear hypercharge scales roughly with the number of neutrons in
the nucleus. The Ge nucleus has more neutrons than Zn or Si (∼ 41 compared to ∼ 35 and
14 respectively), leading to a larger CEνNS signal and therefore a greater significance. For
the CaWO4 and Al2O3 targets (which are planned to be used by the Nucleus experiment),
the discovery significance is substantially smaller because the payloads we consider are much
smaller (by a factor ∼ 100) than for Ge, Zn and Si.
At the Near Site (left panel), it should be possible to reach the COHERENT-2017
significance of 6.7σ in around 70 days of exposure time using Ge or Zn targets alone. The
black solid line shows the significance when all five targets are combined, which would surpass
the COHERENT significance in roughly 30 days. The Very Near Site (right panel) gives even
better prospects for the observation of a CEνNS signal, owing primarily to the larger neutrino
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flux. In this case, a 5σ observation is possible with all targets but Al2O3 in less than 100
days.
4 Neutrino magnetic moment
In minimal extensions of the Standard Model, a massive Dirac neutrino may acquire a diag-
onal (i.e. flavour-conserving) magnetic moment through radiative corrections, with a magni-
tude [50]:
µν ≈ 3.2× 10−19
[ mν
1 eV
]
µB , (4.1)
which, as we will see, is many orders of magnitude below current experimental limits. While
New Physics contributions can lift the neutrino magnetic moment (NMM) [51–53], these may
also lead to unacceptably large contributions to the neutrino masses [54, 55]. If the Dirac
NMM is generated at an energy scale Λ ∼ 1 TeV, it may be possible to obtain an NMM as
high as µν ∼ 10−15 µB, without exceeding current bounds on neutrino masses [56, 57].
For Majorana neutrinos, the relevant NMMs are instead transition magnetic moments,
for which the neutrino flavour changes in the interaction. In this case, the correction to the
neutrino mass is typically suppressed with respect to the NMM (due to the different flavour
symmetries involved) [57] and so much larger NMMs can be achieved (see e.g. Refs. [57–60])
without exceeding the neutrino mass bounds. The authors of Ref. [61] consider a number
of concrete realisations with large Majorana NMMs and find that it is possible to obtain a
transition NMM of µνeνµ ∼ 10−12 µB or larger with New Physics at the TeV scale. Note
that because the flavour of the scattered neutrino is not measured in lab-based experiments,
constraints on diagonal and transition NMMs are typically equal.
Experimental constraints on µν are typically much weaker than the theoretical expec-
tations for a Dirac neutrino, while current and near-future experiments may be sensitive to
anomalously large Majorana NMMs. A measurement of a large NMM would therefore hint at
the Majorana nature of the neutrino, as well as providing evidence New Physics beyond the
Weak Scale. A compilation of current constraints can be found in Ref. [62] but we highlight
some of the strongest here:
• Large neutrino magnetic moments would increase the rate of energy loss in red giant
stars, leading to an increase in the core mass at which helium burning becomes relevant
[63, 64]. Observations of red giants can then be used to place constraints, giving
µν < 2.2× 10−12 µB (90% CL) [65].
• Measurements of the electron recoil spectra due to solar neutrinos may also be used
to constrain an anomalously large neutrino magnetic moment [66–68]. Using 1292 live
days of solar neutrino data, the BOREXINO experiment obtain µν < 2.8 × 10−11 µB
(90% CL) [69]. Note that oscillations should modify the flavour composition of solar
neutrinos, meaning that measurements using solar and reactor neutrinos may differ.
• The strongest constraint on the neutrino magnetic moment of reactor νe comes from
the GEMMA experiment, which measures νe-e scattering. The resulting limit is µν <
2.9× 10−11 µB (90% CL) [70].
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Figure 3: Nuclear recoil rate due to neutrino magnetic moment scattering. We
show the recoil rate off a Germanium target (left) and CaWO4 target (right) due to a
flux of Chooz Reactor neutrinos for Standard Model CEνNS (solid black) as well as the
contribution for a range of values of the neutrino magnetic moment µν (solid color). The
shaded green regions show the Phase 1 and Phase 2 regions of interest (with thresholds
given in Tab. 1). The dashed brown line shows the background after rejection (see Fig. 1).
The cross section for nuclear scattering from the neutrino magnetic moment µν is given
by [71]:
dσmag.ν−N
dER
=
piα2µ2νZ
2
m2e
(
1
ER
− 1
Eν
+
ER
4E2ν
)
F 2(ER) . (4.2)
This is the charge-dipole interaction, which receives a coherence enhancement from the charge
of the nucleus Z2 but which does not interfere with the Standard Model CEνNS interaction.
We neglect dipole-dipole interactions, which are chirality-flipping [71] and therefore incoher-
ent. The resulting cross section is proportional to the nuclear magnetic moment µN and is
typically sub-dominant. In Fig. 3, we show the nuclear recoil rate for a Germanium target
(left) and a CaWO4 target (right), comparing the Standard Model CEνNS rate with that
expected for a range of values of the neutrino magnetic moment µν .
In Fig. 4, we show the projected constraints on the neutrino magnetic moment as a
function of the detector exposure. On the top row we show results for the Near Site (NS)
while on the bottom row we show results for the Very Near Site (VNS). The left and right
columns show Phase 1 and Phase 2 respectively (though we remind the reader than we fix
the payload mass to the Phase 1 mass and vary only the energy threshold in this case).
Even in Phase 1, the larger Ge, Zn and Si detectors will become competitive with
current constraints from COHERENT with just a few hours exposure, with CaWO4 and
Al2O3 detectors surpassing COHERENT on timescales of a few days. Reducing the energy
threshold of the detectors (moving from the left to the right column of Fig. 4) strengthens the
constraints by roughly a factor 2 at fixed exposure. The reason for this is clear from Fig. 3:
the neutrino magnetic moment produces a spectrum which rises rapidly as E−1R towards lower
recoil energies meaning that lowering the energy threshold enhances the NMM contribution
relative to the standard CEνNS signal.
We note that for exposures around 102 days, the upper curves for Ge, Zn and Si begin
to flatten, as the experiments become dominated by systematic uncertainties on the back-
grounds. At larger exposures (> 103 days), the limits begin to strengthen more rapidly once
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Figure 4: Projected 90% Upper Limits on the neutrino magnetic moment as a
function of exposure. We show projections for the Near Site (top) and the Very Near
Site (bottom), as well as for Phase 1 (left panels) and the lower-threshold Phase 2 (right
panels). See Tab. 1 for more details. We also show selected complementary constraints
[65, 69] which are detailed in the text. The GEMMA (2013) limit [70] from observations
of reactor νe is at roughly the same level as BOREXINO (2017).
again as differences in the spectra between signal and background allow them to be discrim-
inated (c.f. Ref. [9]). For experiments with smaller payloads and lower thresholds (CaWO4
and Al2O3), this systematics-dominated regime sets in only at much smaller values of the
magnetic moment.
Depending on the detector setup and location, constraints on the neutrino magnetic mo-
ment from coherent nuclear scattering could become competitive with other terrestrial con-
straints [69, 70] at exposures of 104-105 days. Constraining below the level of µν ∼ 10−11 µB
(in competition with astrophysical constraints [65]) would require even larger exposure,
though as we have discussed lower threshold experiments are more effective in this regime.
In Fig. 5, we explore the impact of energy thresholds in more detail, showing the pro-
jected limits on the neutrino magnetic moment as a function of Eth. As we have seen in
Fig. 4, limits from CaWO4 and Al2O3 targets are in general weaker owing to the smaller
payload masses. However, this could be compensated by a lower energy threshold: CaWO4
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Figure 5: Projected 90% Upper Limits on the neutrino magnetic moment as
a function of energy threshold. We show projections for different detector targets for
Phase 1 at the Very Near Site, assuming a 1-year exposure. For Zn, Ge and Si, we assume
a 500g payload, while for CaWO4 and Al2O3, we assume 6.84g and 4.41g respectively. See
Tab. 1 for more details.
and Al2O3 detectors with a 1 eV threshold give limits which are as strong as Zn, Ge and Si
detectors with a 100 eV threshold. If such low thresholds can be more easily achieved with
CaWO4 and Al2O3, these detectors can give competitive constraints on New Physics despite
a factor of 100 smaller payload.
5 Non-Standard Interactions (NSI)
Going beyond anomalously large neutrino magnetic moments, as we explored in the previous
section, we can consider more generic modifications of the neutrino-nucleus interaction. We
parametrise new Non-Standard Interactions (NSI) by introducing new 4-fermion interactions
into the Standard Model [15, 16, 72, 73]:
LNSI = −fPαβ 2
√
2GF (ναγρLνβ)(fγ
ρPf) , (5.1)
where f = e, u, d is a first generation SM fermion, α, β = e, µ, τ are lepton flavours and
P = L, R are the left and right handed projection operators. The coefficients fPαβ parametrise
the strength of the new NSI operators. For example, uLee parametrises the (modification
of the) coupling of the νe current to the left-handed current of u quarks. This is a so
called ”non-universal” coupling as it concerns only the e-flavour neutrinos. Instead, ”flavour-
changing” couplings such as uLeµ allow transformations between different neutrino flavours.
We note that the NSI couplings simply change the overall strength of the neutrino-nucleus
interaction. Thus, for a given neutrino flavour, the shape of the CEνNS nuclear recoil
spectrum (illustrated in Fig. 3 as a solid black line) will not be affected by NSI operators,
though the overall normalisation will.
A useful summary of constraints on NSI interactions can be found Table 1 of Ref. [74],
many of which are compiled in Ref. [15] (see also Ref. [75]). In particular, the µµ couplings
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are strongly constrained by the NuTeV experiment [76], which measured the ratios of neutral
current to charged current neutrino-nucleon cross sections. In addition, tight constraints can
be placed on the flavour-changing couplings eµ from constraints on µ → e conversion in
nuclei [77].4
We focus instead on the non-universal ee and the flavor-changing eτ couplings, which
can be probed using CEνNS from a beam of reactor νe neutrinos. We focus on modifications
of the vector-current couplings to quarks, since the vector current interactions receive a
coherent nuclear enhancement and therefore typically dominant. To this end, we define:
qVee = 
qL
ee + 
qR
ee ,
qVeτ = 
qL
eτ + 
qR
eτ ,
(5.2)
where q = u, d. These NSI couplings lead to a modification of the weak nuclear charge (see
e.g. Ref. [5]) for a nucleus of N neutrons and Z protons:
Q2W → Q2NSI = 4
[
N
(
−1
2
+ uVee + 2
dV
ee
)
+ Z
(
1
2
− 2 sin2 θW + 2uVee + dVee
)]2
+ 4
[
N(uVeτ + 2
dV
eτ ) + Z(2
uV
eτ + 
dV
eτ )
]2
.
(5.3)
In Figures 6 to 9, we show the projected 95% CL allowed regions for (uVee , 
dV
ee ) (left
panels) and (uVeτ , 
dV
eτ ) (right panels) assuming a Standard Model-only signal. Each figure
shows results for a different combination of experimental targets, in all cases located at the
Very Near Site. Results for the Near Site are qualitatively similar, but typically the allowed
regions in that case are larger owing to the smaller neutrino flux. For comparison, comple-
mentary constraints are shown in grey. CHARM constraints [78] come from measurements of
νe−N inelastic scattering. Also shown are LHC constraints from monojet + missing energy
searches [79]. In this case, NSI may alter the production cross section for neutrinos, which
manifest as missing energy in the detector. Finally, the limits reported by the COHERENT
experiment [4] are also shown in grey.
In Fig. 6, we show results for Ge and Zn targets separately (yellow and green regions)
as well as combined (black region), corresponding to the planned targets of the MINER
experiment. The slope of the lines which form the allowed regions are fixed by the ratio
of N/Z which appears in Eq. (5.3). In the case of the non-universal couplings (uVee , 
dV
ee )
(left column), there are two distinct allowed regions. The first is centred on the SM point
(white cross), while the second is offset and represents the region where the contribution
from NSI leads to QNSI ≈ −QW , mimicking a SM signal. In between the lines which form
these allowed regions, the NSI contribution leads to a cancellation with the SM contribution,
suppressing the CEνNS rate. Note that the COHERENT observation leads to a single,
connected allowed region. In that case both electron- and muon-flavour neutrinos contribute
to the scattering, meaning that even when the νe-N scattering is suppressed, νµ-N scattering
can still provide a reasonable fit to the data. This highlights the complementarity between
reactor and accelerator neutrino sources.
Combining two targets with different ratios of N/Z allows us to break degeneracies
between uVee and 
dV
ee and reduce the allowed regions to closed areas of the parameter space.
Though there is still some remaining degeneracy along the direction uV + dV ∼ 0, the
4The experimental upper bound gives a limit |qVeµ | . 1.5× 10−3 [77].
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Figure 6: Projected 95% CL allowed regions for non-standard interactions
(NSI) at the Very Near Site, using Ge and Zn targets. The colored shaded regions
show projected constraints for Phase 1 (top row) and Phase 2 (bottom row) detectors at the
Very Near Site. We show constraints on flavor-conserving (ee) interactions (left column)
and flavor-changing (eτ) interactions (right column). The grey shaded regions come from
the CHARM experiment [78], LHC monojet searches [79] and the COHERENT experiment
[4].
combination of Ge + Zn targets limits the couplings to two distinct regions (black regions in
left panels of Fig. 6).
The allowed regions for flavour-changing couplings (uVeτ , 
dV
eτ ) (right panels) are larger
than in the flavor-conserving case. In this case, there can be no cancellation between the SM
and NSI contributions (see Eq. (5.3)) and a wider range of values can therefore reproduce
the observed data. Even so, combining different targets can still improve constraints in this
case; we see from the lower right panel of Fig. 6 that the Ge + Zn combined allowed region
is beginning to shrink to a closed region in Phase 2.
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Figure 7: Projected 95% CL allowed regions for non-standard interactions
(NSI) at the Very Near Site, using Ge and Si targets. Same as Fig. 6, but for Ge
and Si targets in Phase 2 only.
We can also consider other combinations of targets. In Appendix. B we plot results
for all targets, detector locations and phases; we show only selected results here. In Fig. 7
we show the projected allowed regions for Ge + Si (planned targets for the RICOCHET
experiment) in Phase 2. In this case, the difference in N/Z between the two experiments
is larger than for Ge + Zn (the lines forming the allowed regions have noticeably different
slopes for Ge and Si). This results in much smaller allowed regions when the two experiments
are combined.
In Fig. 8, we show the allowed regions for a combination of CaWO4 and Al2O3 (the
NUCLEUS experiment). In this case, the smaller payloads lead to wider allowed regions
(especially in the case of Al2O3). For Zn, Ge and Si, the shape of the allowed regions was
set by N/Z. For CaWO4 and Al2O3, there is no method of determining which nucleus the
neutrino is scattering off, so we might expect wider, more complicated regions. In fact, for
Al2O3, Al and O have very similar N/Z ratios, so that both nuclei receive roughly the same
rate enhancement for a given set of NSI couplings. For CaWO4, the rate is in fact dominated
by scattering off W5. This means that for low enough thresholds CaWO4 is effectively a
single-nucleus target. Furthermore, the large neutron content of W means that relatively
tight constraints can be obtained in spite of the smaller payloads.
Finally, in Fig. 9, we show the combined NSI constraints for different combinations of
targets in Phase 2. These appear as black contours in Figures 6 to 8; we overlay them here
and zoom in on the Standard Model point (white cross) for comparison. Focusing on flavor-
conserving couplings (left panel), we see that the combined CaWO4+Al2O3 allowed regions
bound the NSI couplings at the 25% level, competitive with LHC constraints. This is in spite
of the much smaller payloads compared with the Ge, Zn and Si targets. For combined Ge +
Zn and Ge + Si analyses, the non-universal NSI couplings are constrained down to the level
5This can be seen in the solid black line in the right panel of Fig. 3; the ‘kink’ in the rate above ∼ 0.5 keV
corresponds to the point where scattering on W begins to be kinematically disfavoured and scattering from
lighter nuclei begins to dominate.
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Figure 8: Projected 95% CL allowed regions for non-standard interactions
(NSI) at the Very Near Site, using CaWO4 and Al2O3 targets. Same as Fig. 6,
but for CaWO4 and Al2O3 targets in Phase 2 only.
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Figure 9: Projected 95% CL allowed regions for non-standard interactions
(NSI) at the Very Near Site, using different target combinations. Same as
Fig. 6, but for a range of target combinations (in Phase 2 only). Here, we zoom in on the
Standard Model point, shown as a white cross.
of 10% and 5% respectively, substantially improving over LHC constraints. We note that
adding more targets beyond the combined Ge + Si analysis leads to little improvement. The
size of the allowed regions is set ultimately by the targets with the most varied A/Z values
(in this case Ge and Si).
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Experiment 90% CL upper limit
on λ2u/(mLQ/TeV)
2
Ge + Si (NS, Phase 1) 0.50
Ge + Si (VNS, Phase 1) 0.30
Ge + Si (NS, Phase 2) 0.30
Ge + Si (VNS, Phase 2) 0.23
CHARM 28.4
COHERENT 14.5
HERA 0.9
APV 0.2
Table 2: Limits on vector leptoquark couplings. Projected limits on the coupling
of a vector leptoquark of mass mLQ to u-quarks. These limits are recast from generic
NSI limits presented in Sec. 5, assuming dVee = 0. We also compare with constraints from
CHARM, COHERENT, Atomic Parity Violation (APV) constraints and first-generation
leptoquark searches at HERA (see the text for more details). For this choice of couplings,
limits from other combinations of targets are similar.
5.1 Leptoquarks
The constraints on model-independent NSI can also be recast as constraints on the masses and
couplings of new, heavy leptoquarks [17]. Leptoquarks are particles arising in theories beyond
the Standard Model which carry the quantum numbers of both quarks and leptons [80].
Leptoquarks coupling to third-generation leptons and quarks have received much attention
recently [81–87] as a possible explanation for anomalies in flavour physics [88–98].
CEνNS searches are instead sensitive to first-generation leptoquarks which would con-
tribute to the process qν → qν via s-channel and u-channel exchange. Collider searches
constrain possible leptoquark masses to be > O(1 TeV) (e.g. [99–103]), meaning that lepto-
quark exchange gives rise to a contact interaction, whose contribution to the NSI couplings
is of the form [104]:
qV =
λ2q
m2LQ
√
2
4GF
, (5.4)
where λq is the leptoquark coupling to quark flavour q. Here, we will focus on neutrino
flavour-conserving interactions and models in which either uV or dV is generated but not
both (as is the case, for example, for specific couplings of the SU(2)L-singlet vector leptoquark
[86, 104, 105]).
We recast some of the limits on uVee presented in Sec. 5 using Eq. (5.4), fixing 
dV
ee =
0. The resulting upper limits on λ2u/m
2
LQ are shown in Tab. 2. We compare with the
corresponding NSI limits from COHERENT and CHARM. We also give the limit from Atomic
Parity Violation (APV) constraints (see Sec. 8.3 of Ref. [104]) as well as the limit (at mLQ =
1 TeV) from first-generation leptoquark searches as the HERA collider [99].
Future CEνNS searches should be able to constrain λ2u/(mLQ/TeV)
2 < 0.23, exceeding
the sensitivity of direct searches at HERA and approaching the sensitivity of APV constraints.
We note however that the APV constraints are valid only if uL 6= uR (otherwise parity is not
violated). The constraints we have presented here are not intended as a complete exploration
of leptoquark models or parameters but instead give an indication of the typical sensitivity
of future CEνNS searches. Whether or not CEνNS can give relevant constraints on models
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of leptoquarks invoked to solve the recent flavour anomalies depends on the detailed flavour
structure and symmetry-breaking properties of the theory [86, 105]. We leave this question
to future studies.
6 Simplified models
In the previous section, we discussed projected constraints on Non-Standard Interactions
(NSI), which allow us to explore future experimental sensitivity while remaining agnostic
about the nature of the New Physics which may appear in the neutrino sector. In particular,
the NSI couplings induce only a change in the normalisation of the CEνNS signal, valid for
an interaction mediated by some new mediator which is much heavier than the Z-boson.
If the new force mediator has a mass comparable with the typical momentum transfer,<
O(GeV), however, it could induce changes in the recoil energy spectrum, leading to stronger
constraints.
In this section, we explore projected constraints in the ‘Simplified Model’ framework,
which has become popular in Dark Matter phenomenology [18, 106–108] and has also been
used to study New Physics signals in the neutrino sector [13, 109]. Here, we specify the new
mediator and aim to constrain its couplings to leptons and quarks. This new mediator could
be a vector (Sec. 6.2) or a scalar (Sec. 6.1). While such Simplified Models are necessarily
incomplete and should be used with care (see e.g. Refs. [110–112]), they allow us to explore
broad classes of New Physics signals without specifying a full high-energy theory.
6.1 Massive scalar mediators
We begin by considering a new scalar mediator φ, which mediates an interaction between
neutrinos and quarks. We consider the interaction Lagrangian:
Lφ = φ
[
gννRνL + g
∗
ννLνR + g```+ guuu+ gddd
]
, (6.1)
where νL,R are left- and right-handed neutrinos, ` = e, µ, τ are charged leptons and u, d
are up- and down-type quarks6. The exchange of this new scalar mediator does not interfere
with Standard Model Z-exchange, so we simply add the cross section from φ exchange to the
SM CEνNS cross section [109, 114]:
dσφ
dER
=
(gν)
2Q2φ
4pi
ERm
2
N
E2ν(q
2 +m2φ)
2
F 2(ER) . (6.2)
Here, mφ is the mass of the scalar mediator, Qφ is the nuclear charge under φ exchange and
q =
√
2mNER is the momentum transfer. This ‘scalar charge’ of the nucleus is computed in
terms of the quark couplings gq and the contributions of the quarks to the nucleon mass f
(N)
Tq
(see e.g. Appendix B.1 in Ref. [115]). An approximate expression (for universal couplings to
all quarks) was given in Ref. [13]:
Qφ ≈ (15.1Z + 14N)gq . (6.3)
6The keen-eyed reader may have noticed that the Lagrangian in Eq. (6.1) is defined after electro-weak (EW)
symmetry breaking. Restoring the full Standard Model gauge-invariance and defining the scalar-mediator
simplified model above the EW-scale requires a more complicated New Physics sector and typically leads to
a richer phenomenology [113]. However, we neglect these complications for the moment.
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Figure 10: CEνNS rate including a new scalar mediator. We show the recoil rate
off a Germanium target (left) and CaWO4 target (right) due to a flux of Chooz Reactor
neutrinos for Standard Model-only CEνNS (solid black) as well as the contribution from
a new scalar mediator φ with a range of masses and couplings (solid color). The shaded
green regions show the Phase 1 and Phase 2 regions of interest (with thresholds given in
Tab. 1). The dashed brown line shows the background after rejection (see Fig. 1).
In Fig. 10, we show the contribution to the nuclear recoil rate from a new scalar mediator,
with a range of masses and couplings. The total rate is the sum of the Standard Model CEνNS
rate (solid black) and the scalar exchange contribution (one of the solid colored lines). For
light mediators, mφ < O(MeV), the interaction is effectively long range, leading to a rapidly
falling recoil spectrum proportional to q−4 ∼ E−2R . For heavier mediators, the spectrum
becomes peaked; the cross section in this case scales as ER for small recoil energies, before
cutting off at high energy due to a loss of coherence. As was pointed out in Ref. [114], if the
mass of the new scalar is similar to the neutrino energy, it should be possible also to measure
mφ.
In Fig. 11, we show the projected limits on the coupling of the new scalar mediator to
fermions, gφ. We assume that the scalar couples universally to all Standard Model fermions
7.
The left panel shows projections for all of the target materials we consider (for Phase 2 at
the Near Site). Detectors using Ge, Zn and Si give projected limits which are very similar,
improving on constraints from COHERENT by a factor of around 1.5 at high mediator mass
(the g4φ scaling of the rate means that this corresponds to a factor of around 5 in the signal
strength). Constraints using CaWO4 and Al2O3 are competitive with COHERENT at high
mass, but are substantially stronger for scalar mediators lighter than ∼ 10 MeV, owing to the
lower energy thresholds which capture the sharply rising recoil spectrum towards low energy.
In the right panel of Fig. 11, we explore the impact of energy thresholds more closely.
We consider a Germanium detector (50 eV threshold in Phase 1 and 10 eV threshold in
Phase 2), as well as an Al2O3 detector (20 eV threshold in Phase 1 and 4 eV threshold
in Phase 2). Going from Phase 1 to Phase 2, there is a reduction in threshold, as well as
an increase in target mass, resulting in a larger signal and therefore tighter constraints on
the φ coupling. At high mediator mass, we note that there is little improvement in the
projected constraints from Ge when going from Phase 1 to Phase 2. In this case, the recoil
7In general, to maintain minimal flavor violation (MFV), we would require the quark-scalar couplings to
scale with the quark masses [113, 116, 117]. Given the small ratio between the up and down quark masses,
we do not expect the picture to change substantially in a more realistic scenario.
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Figure 11: Projected 90% upper limits on a new scalar mediator. We assume
that the new mediator φ couples equally to u and d type quarks and to neutrinos, with
coupling gφ. The left panel shows the effect of using different detector targets, while the
right panel shows the impact of varying the detector threshold. In both cases, we assume
the detectors are situated at the Near Site. The grey shaded region is the area excluded
by results from the COHERENT experiment [4].
spectrum for scalar-mediated scattering is similar to the CEνNS spectrum and so, despite
the increased exposure, the scalar contribution can easily be absorbed by uncertainties in
the signal and background rates. Furthermore, the reduced threshold has little impact, as
the scalar contribution appears only at high recoil energies. For light mediators, however,
there is a noticeable improvement from Phase 1 to Phase 2. We further note that in Phase
2, constraints on light mediators from Ge and Al2O3 are comparable, in spite of the factor
∼ 70 smaller target mass for Al2O3. Again, this highlights that a reduction in threshold
(10 eV for Ge compared to 4 eV for Al2O3) can yield a large increase in sensitivity for light
mediators (see e.g. Ref. [30]).
6.2 Massive vector mediators
We now consider adding a generic vector mediator Z ′, which couples both to the SM neutrinos
and quarks. As in the case of NSI interactions, we focus on vector couplings to quarks, which
receive a coherent nuclear enhancement and therefore typically dominate. The interaction
Lagrangian is then:8
LZ′ = Z ′µ
[
gννγ
µν + g``γ
µ`+ guuγ
µu+ gddγ
µd
]
. (6.4)
The charge of the nucleus under the exchange of this new Z ′ is given by:
QZ′ = (2Z +N)gugν + (2N + Z)gdgν , (6.5)
8As in the case of a new scalar mediator, care must be taken to respect Standard Model gauge-invariance
and unitarity when introducing couplings to new vector mediators. Spin-1 mediators with only vector couplings
(as in our model) are typically less problematic than those with axial-vector couplings [110]. However, one
should bear in mind that even in that case, a richer New Physics sector is required, for example, to cancel
gauge anomalies [112].
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Figure 12: CEνNS rate including a new vector mediator. We show the recoil rate
off a Germanium target (left) and CaWO4 target (right) due to a flux of Chooz Reactor
neutrinos for Standard Model-only CEνNS (solid black) as well as the rate when including
a new vector mediator Z ′ with a range of masses and couplings (solid color). In all cases,
due to Z −Z ′ interference, the total rate is given by one of the solid lines (not by the sum
of the colored and black lines). The shaded green regions show the Phase 1 and Phase
2 regions of interest (with thresholds given in Tab. 1). The dashed brown line shows the
background after rejection (see Fig. 1).
where we have absorbed the coupling of the Z ′ to neutrinos into the definition of QZ′ . The
full cross section comes from coherently summing the contributions from Z and Z ′ exchange,
which may interfere. Thus, the Z ′ effectively induces an energy-dependent modification of the
weak nuclear charge (see e.g. [109]). The differential cross section is then given by Eq. (3.1),
with the replacement:
QW → QSM+Z′ = QW −
√
2
GF
QZ′
q2 +m2Z′
. (6.6)
Depending on the sign and magnitude of gνgq (equivalently, QZ′), the addition of the Z
′ can
lead to either constructive or destructive interference.
In Fig. 12, we show the CEνNS recoil rate off a Germanium target (left panel) and a
CaWO4 target (right panel), due to a flux of Chooz Reactor neutrinos. The solid black line
shows the Standard Model-only contribution (from Z exchange). Each of the solid colored
lines shows the total recoil rate (SM + Z ′) for a different vector mediator mass. The addition
of a heavy vector mediator (blue line) leads to an overall rescaling of the CEνNS rate, in
which case the model reduces to the NSI framework presented in Sec. 5. Decreasing the
mediator mass begins to distort the CEνNS spectrum. In the left panel of Fig. 12, we note
a dip in the rate for certain recoil energies (purple line), arising from a cancellation in the
Z ′ couplings (where Q2SM+Z′ = 0 in Eq. (6.6)). For multi-nucleus targets (such as CaWO4
in the right panel Fig. 12), this dip is far less pronounced, because the cancellation is only
possible for one target nucleus at a time9.
In Fig. 13, we present projected upper limits on the coupling of the Z ′ to SM fermions
gZ′ = gu = gd = gν . Converting these limits on universal Z
′ couplings into constraints
9In general, even for single-nucleus targets, the dip in the rate will be smeared out by the presence of
multiple isotopes (as is that case for Ge). For simplicity, in this work we have assumed only a single isotope
and we do not expect the projections to change substantially.
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Figure 13: Projected 90% upper limits on a new vector mediator. We assume
that the new mediator Z ′ couples equally to u and d type quarks and to neutrinos, with
coupling gZ′ > 0. The left panel shows the impact of varying the detector threshold while
the right panel shows the effect of using different detector targets. In both cases, we assume
the detectors are situated at the Near Site. The grey shaded region is the area excluded
by results from the COHERENT experiment [4]. In the left panel, the limits from Ge, Zn
and Si are almost indistinguishable.
assuming different couplings to u, d and ν is straightforward using Eq. (6.6). The grey region
in Fig. 13 is the area excluded by the COHERENT experiment [4]. The thin white band
which is not excluded by COHERENT corresponds to Z ′ couplings for which (see Eq. (6.6)):(
QW −
√
2
GF
QZ′
q2 +m2Z′
)2
= Q2W . (6.7)
For these values of the couplings, the interference of the Standard Model Z and the new
Z ′ is such that the cross section (in the recoil energy range probed by the experiment)
is indistinguishable from the SM-only case. Note that for mZ′ . 100 MeV, the shape of
the recoil spectrum becomes distorted. Here, we use a simple, single-bin analysis for the
COHERENT data, but in principle this white degeneracy band (for light vector mediators)
can be excluded if spectral information is included in the analysis (see e.g. Refs. [23, 28]).
In the left panel Fig. 13, we examine the effect of using different target nuclei. For Phase
2 experiments at the Near Site, we see that all targets should be able to achieve a sensitivity
competitive with COHERENT. For Ge, Si and Zn targets, constraints on the Z ′ coupling
could be improved by a factor of 4 at high mediator mass, and by more than 2 orders of
magnitude at low mediator mass. As for scalar mediators, CaWO4 and Al2O3 targets are
most useful in constraining the low mass region, where constraints on gZ′ can be improved
by a factor of around 15 compared to COHERENT.
In the right panel of Fig. 13, we explore the impact of varying the experimental threshold.
We note in particular that for Al2O3 reducing the threshold (going from Phase 1 to Phase
2) has only a small impact at low mediator masses, in contrast with the scalar case. The
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Figure 14: Projected 90% CL upper limits on the U(1)B−L gauge coupling gB−L.
We consider constraints from CEνNS using a combined analysis of all targets (Zn, Ge, Si,
CaWO4 and Al2O3. We also show a selection of other terrestrial limits (see the text for
details).
reason for this is evident when looking at the spectra in the right panel of Fig. 12, where
for light mediators (purple and red curves) the CEνNS spectrum is distorted for all recoil
energies and does not simply appear as a low energy excess as in the case of the scalar. Thus,
reducing the energy threshold for Al2O3 does not substantially improve constraints.
We now focus on projected constraints on a specific model - the U(1)B−L model [118,
119] - in order to explore the complementarity between CEνNS New Physics searches and
other constraints. Here, B and L are Baryon and Lepton number respectively. The B − L
symmetry of the Standard Model is elevated to a fundamental U(1) gauge symmetry, with
quarks carrying a B − L charge of Qq = 1/3 and leptons a charge of Q` = −1. The
gauge boson mediating this interaction can be described as a new vector mediator Z ′, with
gq = −gν/3. Such a model has been examined in the context of CEνNS (from Solar neutrinos)
in Refs. [13, 30].
Recasting the results of the previous section, we plot in Fig. 14 the projected limits on
the gauge coupling gB−L. In the same plot, we also show complementary terrestrial limits
on the U(1)B−L Model as grey shaded regions. These are: limits from the ATLAS search for
dielectron resonances [120] (probing the production of the Z ′ through its coupling to quarks,
followed by its subsequent decay into leptons); constraints from electron beam-dump fixed-
target experiments [121, 122]; constraints from measurements of ν-e scattering (results from
TEXONO, GEMMA, BOREXINO, LSND and CHARM II compiled in Refs. [121, 123]);
constraints from Dark Photon searches at BaBar [124, 125] and LHCb [126], and constraints
from the COHERENT experiment [4]. Note that in many cases there are a number of
overlapping constraints and we do not show them all. For a more detailed discussion of all
the relevant limits on B − L models, see Refs. [122, 127].
We note that current constraints from COHERENT are less stringent than those coming
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from ν-e scattering experiments for all mediator masses. However, future ν-N scattering
experiments (such as those we consider here) should be able to probe new parameter space.
For mediators heavier than around 100 GeV, the dominant limits come from LHC resonance
searches. Below this we find that our projections are competitive with current results from
ν-e scattering, though dark photon searches at BaBar and LHCb are typically stronger above
around 1 GeV in mediator mass. The greatest improvement in constraints will appear for
mediator masses around 100 MeV. Below this, fixed target experiments dominate down to
around 1 MeV (roughly twice the electron mass). Below 1 MeV, future CEνNS searches may
again be competitive with ν-e experiments, but this would require the low energy thresholds of
Phase 2 experiments (dashed lines), in order to maximise sensitivity to such light mediators.
Of course, the comparisons we have presented in this section are valid only in the frame-
work of the U(1)B−L Model. Looking at more general values of the couplings (i.e. changing
the ratios of gu, gd, g` and gν) will change the relative importance of the different constraints.
Thus, models such as gauged U(1)Lµ−Lτ models (see e.g. Refs. [128–132]), or leptophobic Z ′
models (see e.g. Refs. [133–135]) will be constrained more or less strongly by different searches
[29]. However, the sensitivity of CEνNS to both lepton and quark couplings should make it
a useful complementary probe in all cases.
7 Conclusions
In this work, we have explored the prospects for constraining New Physics in the neutrino
sector using measurements of Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering (CEνNS) from
reactor neutrino sources. We considered a number of possible targets (and combinations of
targets) — Ge, Zn, Si, CaWO4 and Al2O3 — which have been proposed for future CEνNS
experiments, as we summarised in Tab. 1. The first three targets have a larger payload
mass, while the last two have a lower recoil energy threshold, allowing us to assess which
experimental setups provide the best prospects for constraining and detector a range of New
Physics signals.
We summarise below our key findings:
Discovery significance (Sec. 3) The first step for any detector will be to conclusively
observe the Standard Model CEνNS signal. It should be possible to exceed the CO-
HERENT significance of 6.7σ within ∼ 70 days for Ge or Zn detectors located at the
Chooz Near Site (NS), owing to their low proposed energy threshold (Eth = 50 eV).
For the remaining targets, discovery may require O(100s) of days, though this would be
substantially reduced at the Very Near Site (VNS) or in Phase 2 (with lower threshold
and larger payload).
Neutrino magnetic moment (Sec. 4) An anomalously large neutrino magnetic moment
(NMM) would manifest in a CEνNS experiment as an excess of low energy recoil events.
Future low threshold detectors could constrain the NMM below the COHERENT limits
of µν . 2 × 10−9 µB within a couple of days of exposure. We also find that with
103 − 104 days of exposure, future experiments should be competitive with the best
current terrestrial constraints from Solar ν scattering (µν ∼ 3 × 10−11 µB), though
astrophysical constraints (at the level of µν ∼ 2× 10−12 µB) remain out of reach.
Non-standard Neutrino Interactions (Sec. 5) Taking an agnostic approach to New Physics
in the neutrino sector, we explored projections for Non-standard Neutrino Interactions
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(NSI), which modify the coupling of neutrinos to quarks. Constraints on NSI depend
strongly on the ratio of A/Z for the nuclear target. The ideal detector combinations
have A/Z ratios which are as diverse as possible, with constraints on uVee and 
dV
ee being
the most stringent for a combined Ge+Si analysis. While multi-nucleus targets do not
in general have a well defined A/Z ratio, we find that those we consider, CaWO4 and
Al2O3, can be treated as effectively single-nucleus. In the case of Al2O3, Al and O have
a common value of A/Z, while for CaWO4, recoils on W dominate the rate, owing to
the low energy threshold of the detector. Thus, these detectors give surprisingly tight
constraints on NSI couplings, despite their target composition and small payload.
Combining CaWO4+Al2O3 targets, Ge+Zn targets and Ge+Si targets, we find that
non-universal νe-q couplings can be constrained at the 25%, 10% and 5% level. In
all cases, this is competitive with current constraints from LHC monojet searches.
Recasting these projected limits as constraints on first-generation leptoquarks, we also
find that future CEνNS searches should be competitive with direct leptoquark searches
at colliders.
Simplified Models (Sec. 6) Going beyond NSI couplings, we also considered simplified
models with new heavy mediators coupling neutrinos to quarks. A new scalar mediator
will provide an enhancement over the CEνNS rate, which drops rapidly with recoil
energy in the case of a light scalar (mφ . 1 MeV). In this case, future low threshold
detectors could improve constraints on the scalar coupling gφ by around a factor of
20 (corresponding to a factor of 204 ≈ 105 in the signal rate). For heavy mediators,
improvements in energy thresholds have little effect on the limit, as the scalar-mediated
signal in that case peaks at a few hundred eV. Substantial gains are made for light
mediators, however, with the low threshold Al2O3 and CaWO4 detectors becoming
competitive with the (larger payload) Ge, Zn and Si detectors.
We also explored constraints on new vector mediators Z ′, where future detectors should
improve constraints on couplings to light (heavy) vectors by a factor of 100 (4). For
vectors, reductions in energy thresholds have a less pronounced effect on the limits. This
is because the new Z ′ can interfere with the Standard Model Z, leading to distortions
of the CEνNS spectrum for almost all recoil energies. Finally, we compared current
and projected CEνNS constraints on a more complete Z ′ model, namely U(1)B−L. In
this case, future detectors should provide the most stringent constraints for mediator
masses from ∼ 100 MeV up to ∼ 100 GeV. For mediators lighter than 1 MeV, CEνNS
searches could be competitive with current ν-e scattering experiments, depending on
energy threshold.
In this work, we have emphasised the importance of target complementarity, showing
that employing Silicon detectors along with other targets provides the best prospects for
pinning down New Physics couplings to up and down quarks. We have also emphasised the
importance of a low detector threshold. As we showed explicitly in Fig. 5, smaller CaWO4
and Al2O3 detectors can be competitive with more massive Ge, Zn and Si detectors in
constraining neutrino magnetic moments, provided that a low enough energy threshold is
reached. We expect similar results to hold for any New Physics signature which is expected
to appear at low energy, such as for light vector and scalar mediators.
We hope that the projections we have presented here will prove a useful tool to the
experimental community in guiding future CEνNS searches for New Physics.
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A COHERENT constraints
In this appendix, we describe in more detail the recent observations of CEνNS by the CO-
HERENT experiment [4] and describe how we derive limits on New Physics from these obser-
vations. The COHERENT collaboration detected the coherent elastic scattering of neutrinos
from the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) off nuclei in a 14.6-kg CsI[Na] scintillating detec-
tor. The detection was made at 6.7σ significance, with a rate consistent with the Standard
Model expectation at the 1σ level.
The flux of νµ, νµ and νe neutrinos is obtained by digitising
10 the upper panel of
Fig. S2 in Ref. [4], which gives the energy distribution of SNS neutrinos obtained from
Geant4 simulations. In addition to the continuum spectra shown in Fig. S2 [4], we add in
the contribution of 29.65 MeV prompt νµ from pion decay at rest as a δ-function in the flux
(this appears as a sharp peak in Fig. S2). Such decay-at-rest (DAR) neutrinos contribute
to this mono-chromatic flux of νµ as well as the continuum flux of νµ and νe up to 53.5
MeV. To fix the overall normalisation of the flux, we assume 0.08 decay-at-rest neutrinos per
proton, 5× 1020 protons per day and a detector placed 19.3m from the neutrino production
point. In Fig. 15 we show the expected COHERENT signal, taking into account the detector
efficiency given in Fig. S9 of Ref. [4]. There is good agreement between the expected signal we
calculate (solid green) and that reported by the COHERENT collaboration (dashed green).
The observed data points are shown in black for comparison.
In order to derive New Physics constraints from the COHERENT data, we follow the
single-bin χ2 approach given in Ref. [4]. In this case, the χ2 test-statistic is defined as:
χ2 =
(Nobs −Nsig[1 + α]−Bon[1 + β])2
σ2stat
+
(
α
σα
)2
+
(
β
σβ
)2
, (A.1)
where Nobs = 142 is the number of background-subtracted counts, Nsig is the number of
expected signal counts, Bon = 6 is the estimated beam-on background and σstat = 30.95 is
the statistical uncertainty on the number of counts. Systematic uncertainties on the signal
and background are accounted for by the nuisance parameters α and β, with corresponding
uncertainties σα = 0.28 and σβ = 0.25.
In practice, we calculate the expected number of signal events for a given model and
set of model parameters θ then minimise χ2 (given in Eq. A.1) with respect to α and β,
to obtain χˆ2. We then use the χ2 difference, ∆χ2(θ) = χˆ2(θ) − χˆ2min to calculate limits or
allowed regions for the model parameters. We have checked explicitly that we recover the
same limits on NSI interactions as reported in Fig. 4 of Ref. [4].
10Where it is necessary to digitise data from plots, we use the publicly available WebPlotDigitizer [136].
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Figure 15: Expected and observed CEνNS signal at the COHERENT experiment. The
solid green line shows the expected signal we obtain following the description of Ref. [4]
(see text for more details), while the dashed green line shows the signal reported in Ref. [4]
(see the upper-right panel of Fig. 3 therein).
Code for calculating CEνNS spectra and signal rates and for obtaining New Physics lim-
its from the COHERENT data is publicly available at https://github.com/bradkav/CEvNS/
[137].
During the preparation of this work, the COHERENT collaboration released data from
the first CEνNS observation with CsI [138]. Given the good agreement shown in Fig. 15,
we do not expect our constraints from a single-bin analysis to change substantially using the
officially released data.
However, Ref. [138] also includes more information about background distributions as
well as full energy and timing information about the observed events, which would allow
for an improve analysis in future. Performing a full bin-by-bin analysis including energy
information would allow different shapes of recoil spectra to be discriminated. This would
likely allow us to break the degeneracy between mass and coupling of new vector mediators,
for example (see the discussion below Eq. (6.7) in Sec. 6.2). Instead, timing information
can act as a proxy for neutrino flavor (νµ are produced in the prompt decay of stopped
pions, while νµ and νe are produced in the subsequent muon decays). Better discrimination
between neutrino flavors would allow us to disentangle the rates for νe and νµ and thus
improve constraints on NSI for different flavors. We leave these more detailed analyses to
future work.
B NSI Constraints
We include here plots showing the allowed regions of the NSI parameters, as discussed in
Sec. 5, for each of the different experimental targets. These are shown in Fig. 16 for the Near
Site in Phase 1 (top row) and Phase 2 (bottom row). The corresponding results for the Very
Near Site are shown in Fig. 17.
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Figure 16: Projected 95% CL allowed regions for non-standard interactions
(NSI) at the Near Site, using all targets. Same as Fig. 6, but for all targets.
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